Introduction
The inventory module is integrated into the system monitoring and management framework SysMES [2] . Therefore, it is written as a Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) application running on a JBoss Application Server. The current implementation provides an inventory of the actual state of the environment. The detected instances and their properties are stored in a relational database using object-relational mapping (ORM) [3] . Administrators can access the data through the SysMES GUI and applications can access the data directly from the database. The implementation of a target state is also planned but is still in work. The target state represents the state the environment should be in and when it is compared to the actual state, it allows to detect misconfigurations and defects.
The SysMES inventory module provides an automated, highly customizable inventory solution that fulfills the needs of heterogeneous computer clusters with custom hardware. Functionality and performance tests in a test cluster have proven that the SysMES inventory module is able to build an inventory of the actual state of a cluster of 60 nodes with 23 properties in about 4 minutes and updating 20 properties of 1 00 nodes, i.e. 2000 properties in total, takes about 72 s [4, section 7.4].
The plan for the future is to finish the implementation of the target state and reduce the network traffic. Then, the inventory module will be thoroughly tested to ensure that it has no negative effects on the application running in the cluster. After that, the inventory module is ready to be installed on the production partition of the ALICE HLT cluster. 
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